Smallbore Rifle
NRA Three-Position
South Dakota

Targets
A-17 (Indoor); A-23/5 (Outdoor) (The A-23/5 target will be used at the state match; the A-23/3 or A-23/6 versions may also be used in outdoor qualifying matches)

Range
Indoor match with A-17 Target will be a 50 ft match; Outdoor match with A-23/5 (or similar) target will be a 50 yd event

Course of Fire-
Qualifying Matches
Indoor: 10 shots in each position – prone, standing, kneeling – in that order at 50 ft; 30 record shots (one shot per scoring bull)

Outdoor: 10 shots in each position – prone, standing, and kneeling – in that order at 50 yards; 30 record shots (two or three shots per scoring bull- 10 shots total on the four scoring bulls)

Course of Fire-
State Match
Outdoor: 20 shots in each position – prone, standing, and kneeling – in that order at 50 yards; 60 record shots (five shots per scoring bull)

Time Limit
Indoor: (8.2a) One (1) minute per record shot prone and kneeling; and one and one-half (1-1/2) minutes per record shot standing

Outdoor: (8.2b) One (1) minute per record shot prone; and one and one-half (1-1/2) minutes per record shot standing and kneeling

Equipment
(3.2) - any .22 caliber rimfire rifle chambered for .22 short, .22 long, or .22 long rifle cartridge may be used in smallbore 3-position; no restriction on barrel length, overall weight of rifle or accessories or overall weight of rifle and accessories other than those laid out in NRA Smallbore Three-Position Rifle Rules. If rifle is equipped with a magazine, only one round may be loaded in the magazine at a time.

Sights
(3.7a1) Metallic sights, non-corrective

Ammunition
Solid point, .22 Short, .22 Long, or .22 Long Rifle; standard or high velocity ammunition.

Other Equipment
Allowed
Shooting cloth (mat), Kneeling Roll (≤7” round x 9¾” long), gloves, shooting coats, trousers and single-point slings are all allowed. An extended palm rest for the standing position is allowed. Shooting stands are allowed.

NGB Rules
NRA Smallbore Rifle Rules NRACS-02 (Revised January 2018)